
The world is how we shape it

More competition in the European energy market

One solution for electricity and gas traders

ENER-GX Sales is designed to meet the requirements of European 
gas traders and suppliers. Sopra Steria draws on many years 
of experience in the energy market to make ENER-GX Sales a 
flexible and powerful package that combines offer calculation, 
planning and billing.

ENER-GX Sales is an integrated multi commodity solution. As such, it supports the offer calculation, billing and sales planning 
processes for any commodity including electricity and gas. The state-of-the-art time series management feature supports every 
market granularity, from 10 and 15 minutes to one year and everything in between. ENER-GX Sales provides established market 
functions, such as management of stock market products for electricity and gas or offer disassembly. The module also supports 
fixation of prices during contract maintenance and during automatic residual quantity calculation processes.

ENER-GX Sales comes with powerful and flexible process monitoring features. An easy-to-read dashboard provides a comprehensive 
overview of all processes. Need more data? Just drill down through various monitoring levels for increasingly detailed information.

 

Offer calculation.  
Planning. Billing.

_ Flexible product modelling

_ Customisable standard software

_ High degree of process automation

_ First-class process and consulting know-how

Products

_ Core component of an  
offer/plan contract

_ Compilation of product  
components

_ Customisable and flexible

Formulas

_ Configurable calculation rules for 
prices and amounts

Product components

_ Rules for settling quantities and 
prices

_ Combination of dialogue, data  
structure and algorithms

_ Representation of individual suppliers

_ Can be supplied as company- 
specific set

Quantity objects

_ Master data objects which store 
energy quantity and volume values

_ Representation of universal quantity 
objects, metering points, balancing 
groups, etc.

Offer
Contract

Plan object
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About Sopra Steria
As a leading European management and technology consulting company with 46,000 employees in 25 countries, Sopra Steria 
supports its clients in driving the digital transformation and achieving concrete and sustainable results. Sopra Steria offers 
comprehensive end-to-end solutions including consulting, digitalisation and software development that make large companies 
and government agencies more competitive and efficient – based on in-depth industry expertise, innovative technologies and 
a collaborative approach. The company puts people at the centre of its activities to take advantage of the vast potential of 
digital technologies and creating a positive future for its customers.

ENER-GX Sales –  
an integrating solution

Offer calculation

Use ENER-GX Sales and its specialised architecture as a 
future-oriented system for the European market. Create re-
presentations of your products with the highly flexible product 
creation features in the offer calculation phase.

Discover the benefits of creating offers with ENER-GX Sales:

_ Modelling of complex price settings
_ Integration with CRM systems
_ Creation of short indications
_ Automated transfer of offers to billing contracts  

and plan objects
_ Calculation of contribution margins on a monthly  

basis or for the entire contract term
_ Creation of offer predictions
_ Use of external pricing modules

 
Planning 

Combine sales and billing processes with ENER-GX Sales and 
experience new possibilities when planning quantities, turnover 
and margins. Data from supported bottom-up planning is  
linked directly to offer creation and billing processes. Decide  
flexibly which data you would like to provide for further pro-
cessing.

Discover the benefits of planning with ENER-GX Sales:

_ Quantity, turnover and margin planning
_ Autonomous planning versions
_ Scenario-based planning frameworks and simulations
_ Planning data export for strategic planning
_ Use of specific entry and exit objects
_ Retrograde scenario simulation for known cost blocks
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Billing

Transfer all information from your offers to the billing process 
automatically and invoice a wide range of product types. 

Discover the benefits of billing with ENER-GX Sales:

_ Support for product-oriented contracts (e.g. tranche models) 
and customisable contract models

_ Special support for bundle customers: Support for multi-tier 
billing constructs with inter-branch compensation

_ Separate modelling of transport and supply components
_ Extensive time series and metering point maintenance for 

energy quantity management
_ Price calculations that draws on market price data bases 

(daily prices, TTF, EEX, PFC)
_ Support for multiple currencies and languages
_ Process monitoring

The integration with CRM systems and synchronisation of core 
processes enable real-time retrieval of information from offer 
processes in planning and billing.

ENER-GX Sales provides standardised interfaces to a wide 
range of systems:

_ CRM systems
_ Price databases and pricing tools
_ Accounting systems
_ Portals
_ Portfolio and risk management systems
_ …

ENER-GX Sales is also available as Software as a Service.

ENER-GX Sales out of the box is a lean alternative to a highly 
individual software implementation.

Run ENER-GX Sales Out of the Box in your company or your 
hosting provider‘s data centre or use our SaaS solution and let 
us do the work.

Benefit from our experience  
for your success

As one of the leading companies for management and IT 
Consulting, Sopra Steria provides one-stop concepts, solutions 
and services for companies of the energy market. GAS-X and 
ENER-GX are the leading IT products for handling the core 
processes of different market roles in the transport and supply 
sector. Our teams of experienced consultants are capable of 
meeting your requirements quickly and precisely.


